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CHAPl'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
"One ot the basic facts about human behuvior is that 60 much ot it 
is excluded trom aWtU"eooss, is unconscious. ttl 
Report B ot increasing munbers of studies of unoonscious phenomena. 
appear in recent psychological literature which point clearly to unconscious 
perceptual and Judgmental factors. 
Woltf2 and fhlnt18,3 demonstrated that subjeots made significantly 
differential responses when Judging briween their own forms of expreesion 
which were not consciously reoogniled, and the. forms of eXpz"es,ion of others. 
Huntl.,-. results confirmed Woltt's obsermtion that unconscious self ... judg ... 
~nt. are preponderantly favorable, seldom neutral, and in a raw instances 
1:>-
, ., ( 
ett,temtly unfavorable.· Huntley added the findlng th~\t when a subject is not 
atd-e whether he is judging himselt or not, the. selt-judgments become distinctly 1; 
, 
I 
11 1 ~ PVCh1'$r1gt, Hi! T~Bg !.:WIi Ptx.lopr4!nt - R@strt 2f. 1h! 
19~2 Contmrence 2!! Psychiairi; E~u2atiCtll, -'\.tnedean lsychiatric Association, 
;','a.shington, 1953, 35. 
2 Werner :;;oltt, 1'b!. ?;XR[IMion 2.t fe[go~lity: J!.:..)U2e£:lcm!nt,l Q~ 
t!i!xoholtgXl Hew York, 1943. 
3 O. ~alliru:n Huntley, "Judgments of 3e1t Ba.sed Upon Reoords ot 
j;xpressive Behavior," iQurna.l 2!. Abnormal ~:Jocial hyohol0fg, XXXV, 1940, 
408. 
1 
2 
fayorable and almost nayer unfavorable. 
Increasing reference to these pioneer studies on unconscious self-
judgment s· call for a closer inopection ot the techniques of their adrninistra-
tion and evaluation. This study WliS originated for that purpose. JJhile 
rscaining vdthin the general orientation of the two previous investigations, 
it 'was oonsidered desirable to discover the result ot using simpler and 
speedier methods ot oolleoting torms of .apression and obtaining the uncon-
scious self-judgments from them. 
The hypothesis of the study is that results simil&!' to those of 
I~olff and Huntley can be obtained despite the following modifioations in 
administration; 1) reduction from six: months to three months ot the latent 
period between colleotion of form ot expression and obtaining judgments from 
them, 2} performance ot the experiment under group rather than individual 
conditions, 3) use ot a single rather than a number of torms of expression, 
and 4) use of unmirrored rather than mirrored samples ot handwriting as torms 
[of' expression. 
The question of reoognition is of basic ooncern in this study as it 
is to the study of' commtUlications and the identification ot signals, a proceas 
dependent upon previous learning. What faotors are involved when we tail to 
identity ourselves consciously and yet apparently sucoeed in making a kind at 
unconsoious iden.titiaation or reoognitioni' Why should a.n unconscious self' ... 
judgmeui be Inore favorable to the self than a judgment of' the self made under 
conditions of full awareness? Is it roore favorable? 
,.,,--.. 
REVIEW or THE LITERATURE 
Hanc1writing is used a.s the torm ot expression ot personality which 
is judged by the subjects of this experiment. 
;'{olff contends that "size, form and position of gra.phic patterns 
originate neither in chance nor in conscious intention, but that they reflect 
unconscious principles ot organization. Thus, graphic movements are Hdiagrame 
of the unconscious_ .. l He tells oi a study in which a significant degree of 
correlation W~:.8 obtained between his graphic analyses and analyses made by 
Klopfer using the Rorschach. He found that "tho Rorschach analysis discovered 
the structural and enduring qualities, while the graphic analysis detected the 
short-term problems and.. dieturbances of the individual. tl The expressive degree 
of graphio movements, he says, varies with different persons and with the same 
person at different tirr.es, and "this is the reason why some graphic apecirr.ens 
are not -expressive' and why a diagnosis derived from thsn may easily be wrong. 
Emphasis is placed on the diagnostic value of configurations rather than ot 
fixed relationships between graphiC patterns and personality tru1ts."2 
1 Werner \"ioltf', n&aJUl!!!a! 2! i!lt !f:p.ptui/Cloul'2., New York. 1948. 177. 
2 tllW,. t xiii 
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~end.l says, "'Though we write with the ba.nd, writing i6 certainly not 
only a physiologio 1Wsoular activity. It is an expression of the whole person ... 
ality (By personality we mean here the total pattern ot & personts distinctive 
ways ot facing lifs.) both in torm as well as in content." He adds tha.t "very 
few people submit completely to school drilling. il.lmost noons oan help intro-
ducing some indi vidual variations, and a few dO this to a rsmrkable degree. 
It is these additions and simplifications of the models, both deliberate and 
unconscious, which form the second and richer source ot clues for the graphol. 
ogist.'IS 
Harvey summarizes one ot his studies by stating that "it r;ay be said 
that a study of the handwriting of a highly homogeneous group ot fifty young 
women, involving the use ot objective prooedures, demonstrates that certain 
aspects ot handwriting can be measured fairly preoisely." He propose3 that 
"handwriting constitutes a physical oorrelate of psrsonality.,,4 
A study by Hull and Montgomery in 1919 purported to demonstrate that 
the relationship between character and handwriting was sUspect, but their study 
appears to have been aimed at certa1n graphologists who were alleged to have 
been interpreting character traits from single and isolated siga1S. .f'roposi-
4 O. L. Harvey, "The Measurement of Handwriting Considered as a 
lForm of Expressive Uovement t " ClJ9.t!.cter and fersoMlUl, II, 1934. 316. 
~. 
-
5 
~iOns such a. "perseTeranoe is held by oertain grapholOgists to be indioated by 
prolonged -bars on the tte." and rlSoma gaphologi.t. have held tmt ascending 
.. ass indicate pride, n "ere erected.. From. two to tour r,terences would be 
iP-ven to demonstrate what '*some gralhologists" held. Needless to ,ay, they 
5 ~.stroyed their grapholOgists' positions m.rcilessly. 
Allport a.nd Vernon objected .to the conclusions and method of the Hull 
Imd Montgomery study in _ying that no roodern graphologist would claim that a. 
.ingle graphic sign has a tixe" meaning, but that the sip lIOuld be oonsidered 
~nly as an indicator tor certain tendencies which va.ry with regard to the rela ... 
Fionship with other elements. 6 
:'eloun agre.s that "no particular teatur. in handwriting. taken by 
~tseltt is a. reliable and definite indication of some personality trait. Suoh 
~ single fe~ture carl serve as a definite psychodiagnostic symptom only when it 
~s been established whether it occurs together with a groupoof either 'fparel_ 
~.llf or "contra.dictoryn teatures. 1t7 
Secord concludes from a recent study that nthe mtching method haa 
~oo many inherent difficulties to give fruitful results in the study of hand. 
~ittng. and that the analytical method has not de.natrated any relationship 
~etween discrete handwriting Tariables and personality traits." Ho was report-
5 Cla.rk L. Hull and Robert B. Montgomery, "Experimental Investiga.-
loion ot Certain .Alleged Relations Between Character und Handwriting,1 fSVgSQ-
log!cal: Review, XXV!, 1919, 63-7"'_ 
6 GordQn W. Allport and Philip E. Vernon, SSiud~es ~ B;preuivEj 
Movement, New York" 1933, 269. 
7 Jan 'Meloun, "Handwriting Measurement and fersonal1ty Tests, ft 
Cbaragtar ~ PerSS9!liiI' II, 1934, 322. 
6 
;, 
ing the results ,r a matching toohnique in whioh DO 8uocess was obta.ined in 
matching handWriting with Thema.tio Apperception Test stories or with person-
ality varia.bles detined by a grajholog:1st.8 
Goodenough desoribes an experiment in which "speoimeas of the hand. 
writing of' ... hundred tif'\een high school students were correctly cla.ssified 
as to the sex of the writer 1n a.bout ·two-thirds of the cases.ng 
Numerous exporiments of' this kind. attempting to determine whether 
individual truts of Oharacter OcUl be judged from handwriting samples,have 
been performed. 
In a research oonducted by Eagleson conc3rning the reoognition of 
handwriting specimens. he found that even though his subjeots were consoiously 
at tempting to select their own writing from among several saml-'les. it was only 
by th, end of the third trial that ninety per cent had reoognized their own 
writ~ng a.nd forty three per cent their own written numbers. For ea.oh of the 
different types of written mater:ial (prose, poetry, etc.) about eig.hty per cem 
ot the subject s tailed to identity their own specimens in any of the three 
presentatifn •• 10 
So it seems tha.t there is not universal. recognition of writing even 
a Paul". Seoord, 1-1 studies of the Relationship of Handwriting to 
Personality,' JSWrnal 2t Perso_titI, XVII,. 1949, 447 •. 
9 Florence L •. Goodenough, It Sex Differences in Judging the Sex of 
Handwriting,' JOl!l:D!:* !! §tRial: Psvohg19GX, XXII t 1945, 68 •. 
10 Onn VI .. Eagleson, nThe Sucoess ot Sixty SUbjects in Attempting to 
Recognize Their Handwriting. 1t .bnnwJ, .Ql Al?l.;Ltl} fSY9ho.9&i, XXI, 1937. 
546-549. 
~~. ------------~ r--
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;, 
.hen it is presented as one usually .. e8 it and when the judge is instructed 
to select her own. 
Tre.selt found that "1n Experiment I (identification of one's own 
handwriting) the percentage of correct recogn:ition was 32.46." This was an 
experiment evaluating the ability to identify one's own or other people's 
handwriting. He conoluded that "it is too otten faulty to be regarded as 
direct testimony. and it admitted. should be given a low weighting. ttll 
SUbjects in the present study were requested to write a description 
of personality atter observing a specimen ot handwriting tor only twenty 
seconds. Perhaps their ability to do so was more a factor ot the request than 
of their actual talent to perform the task. 
Hilgar<1 speaks of one ot the goals ot perception as being the 
achievement ot detin1teneae.12 
MiUer posits, tiThe greater the ambit~ult1 existing and the greater 
the ignorance, then the nore it is necessary tor the organism to crea.te a 
strong hypothesis in order to maintain its equilibrium, its homeosta.sis, and 
to relieve it trom anxiety concerning the potential threat which develops 
from it 8 ignorance. ,,13 
11 M. E. '!'reeeelt, "A study of 'actors in the Identification ot 
Handwriting, .. J2K9!Me it S2o~ Puobologz, XXIV, 1946, 109. 
12 ~rneet R. Hilgard, "The Role of Learning in Perception,' in 
Perception .. i:D. Apptoa9h 12. Petl9Mlitz. by Robert R. Blake and Glenn V. Ramsey 
New York, 1951. 95-120. 
13 James Grier Miller, .1Unoonecious Processes and t'eroeption," in 
fez-oeption - en. App!:o!Sh iQ. ffU;UQna.;y.tx, by Robert R. Blake and Glenn V. Rar:lsey 
~~7 York, 1951, 277. 
8 
'" Frenkel-Brunswick finds tLat the tendency to hold and express rigid 
and moralistic a.ttitudes is related to the need. to teel certain a.bout those to 
whom they direct their attitudes. The aChieving of rapid olosure in their 
co~nitive and perceptual reactions as well u.s in the social and emotional 
realmS is a means of relieving anxiety.14 
Bruner and .Fostman describe· some of the ways individuals meperaeiv. 
sd stimuli presented very rapidly cn a ta.chistoscope when they are stimulated 
in a threatening or I.uutiety-arousing manner. They rm.y block entirely and 
perceive nothing at all. They 'fIA'J see Jumbled, nonsensical or incomplete 
stimuli and rray even see eomrih1tlg which derogates or oontradicts the nature 
ot the stimulus it selt .15 
Another problem of ooncern in this study is that ot unconsoiousness, 
or more speoifically, subliminal awareness. In a comprehensive book on unoon-
80iou. ph"nomena, Pill"r discusses various uses of the word uno9P§.9i9u§ and 
describes it at one point a. it is used in this thesis. 
,tUncon.cious (unavailable to a:wa.reness and incommunicable ) behavior 
is different from consc1ous ••••• Th. operation of consciousness, on account of 
the imposition by the social group of its code upon it 8 members, is considered 
14 Else- Frenkel-Brunswick, "Intolerance of ';.mbiguity as an Emotiona 
and faroeptual. h.raonality Variat-le,1t ggurnal 2l. hrsol'i!.lJrtx, XVIII, 1949, 
10(;-143. 
15 Jerome S. Bruner and Leo Postman, ~~erception, Cognition ~nd 
::ehavior," JQu~ Q1.FergQAA'i£I' XVIII, 1949, 1':1-31. 
9 
by ea.ch member to be integrally bound up with his own pride a.nd reputation, 
his ego. Our sooial group holds U8 responsible tor those of our;ictions whioh 
are conscious, tor, whether or not one believes that there is voluntary action 
it is a fact that our oonsoious aotions are thought generally to be under our 
voluntary control •••• Our social conditioning is thus one factor in making 
conscious behavior unlike unconscious, tor, as soon as behavior becomes con-
scious, it is tllodified in order to avoid. disapproval by sooiety.,,16 
"The necessity tor an eternally vigila.nt doubt about the truth of all commun-
ioation, especially subjective reports, is the l'lllin shortcoming of this eooial. 
oriterion of consciousness. 'The danger tha.t the subject might be suppressing 
something of which he is con8cious is present in every experiment and every 
olinical case where this is ueed."l'r But he adds that com~n1cability has been 
the means tor proving that behavior in the states of conscioutmess t:;:.nd uncon-
eciousness is different and is a useful index tor 80 distinguishing. 
Williams tound 1n an experiment with subliminal visual stimuli that 
they were "frequently effective in eliciting an appropriate response. 11 He 
discovered that "there is a considerable stimulus intensity range below the 
limen where the same frequency ot correot responses my be obtained ... 18 When 
no subliminal stimuli were present he found results which would be eXl'ected by 
chanoe. 
16 J .. es Grier taller, YPQgpoqiq\U;lM§!h New '{ork, 1942, 329. 
1'1 IW.-, 290. 
18 A. C.\ii'illiaas, Jr., "Perception ot Subliminal Visual Stimuli," 
Journal 2t P,xohg49gz, VI. 1938, 199. 
~------------, 
10 
Balter has shown that disorimination between subliminal auditory 
st imuli is po 8ft ble ,19 
Miller, in one or the earliest of his nwnerous published studies on 
the topio, showed by means of Rhine's Extra Sensory Peraeption oards .hose 
:,I.Dl.ges he projected on a mirror "(1) that the subJeot oan 'discriminate' inten.. 
.ities too low for him to be 'a;ware. of t.hem, (2) that there are at· least t.hN. 
perceptual oonditione' (l) W'hitn S oannot discriminate the stimulus; (2)Vlben 
he can disor1m1nate it but is not aware of iti (3) When he can both discrimin-
ate and be ear. of it. For this reason we oannot equate awareness and di3-
orimination.... He suggests that "behavior of surprise brought about by explan. 
8otions that the S i8 receiving st1mulat,ion is caused by the consequent aware-
ness of discrimination and _y be regarded as an operation indicating aware-
ness of discr1m1nation.,,20 , 
In a later experiment Miller shows that t'learning to discr1mina:te 
geometric figures at subliminal intensities can occur without Sf s awareneas 
that he is taking part in an eXperiment on visual perception ... 21 
MoGleary and Lazarus used rapidly presented tachistosoopio nonsense 
syllable stimuli at unreoognizable speed. and found reliably greater galvanic 
19 Lynn E. Baker, "The Influence of Subliminal. stimuli Upon Verbal 
Behavior,1 JOU£!1l1 91 EJtRerJ.m!D~" I"'SXSbRlQzy. XX, 1937, 84-100. 
20 James Grier :Miller, ItDlacrimination Without Awareness,1i J\mtd;AP 
JournalQL PIXOhp12~~, LII, 1939, 578. 
21 James Grier Miller, .tThe Role of Uotivation in Learning Without 
Aw-arenese," AmeriSM ,Journa.l 2t PIDho19a:, LIII, 1940, 239. 
~--------, 
11 
skin reaction in nsponse to noneend syllables associated with an electric 
shock than they tound tor those not .. related. It suggests that unoonscious 
peroeption was ocourring. 22 
Belore ex.am1ning the studies in which Judgments ot selt' were made 
without awareness ot selt, it i8 ueeM to s •• wlllt kind ot self-Judgments 
In an early nsearoh, Hurlock tound that she 80uld not obtain accur-
ate results trom selt.ratings 01' ohildren beoause ot the oonsistent tendenoy 
tor those ratings to be favorable. 23 
This "upward tendenoy of the ego" was demonstrated by Hoppe in his 
experiments on the level ot aspiration. He tound that in the performance of 
various tasks, the au.bjeot 1. caretul to set a realizable goal. He seldom 
jeopardizes his seU .... It·eem by choosing a goal higher than he oan realize, 
')4 although he tries to naintain a level of aspiration as high as pandble ... 
Knight and Franzen, in an early study observed that "there is a 
higher relation between what they believe they are and what they would like to 
bs, than between what they believe they are and what others think theyare. tt25 
22 Robert, A. MoOle&17 and Richard S. Lazarus, ttAutonomic Disorimin .... 
ation Without Awarene.s," JiurDl, gf. Plrl91!al1~x, XVIII, 1949, 171-1'19. 
23, Elizabeth B. Hurlook, "A study ot self-ratings by Children," 
Jo~ S!t AjitAAa.!d PsxchoJ.oR, XI, 192'1 , 501. 
24 Ferdinand Hoppe, tlErlolg und Mis8erf'01g,n j'svchplogisgAe laT~. 
XIV, 1930, 61. 
25 R. Knight and R. M. Frauen, "Pitfalls in Rating Schemes," ~_ 
~ 2l Eguoatipng.J. PpYCbglQgy,:, XIII, 1922, 213. 
~--~ --------, 
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Frenkel-Brunniok desoribes some ot tLe results ot an experiment in 
iWhioh torth graduate students a.t Vienna. judged t hem eel. ves und others. She 
lob served dietorU.on into opposites, Omissions, justification ot detects and 
shifts in empba.sis and order. 26 
The true progenitor ot the present study 18 Werner Wolft, who con-
~.ived a unique method. of obtaining unconscious .ell-judgments in his Berlin 
~abora.toJ7 in 1925. He u .. d an elaborate technique to mask the true purpo sa 
pf' his oolleoting ot pictures ot hands, picture. of' protile.., moving pioture. 
~t gait, recordings of voices, methods ot retelling stOriE"!J, and samples of 
~dwriting. Hill subjeots, presented with their forms of' expression after a 
~ong period ot time, were asked to make judgmentsot them. They were also re-:-: 
~uested to make Ju~gments ot the forms ot others. Woltt found Ii low inoidenoe 
pf' selt-reoognition and had thus obtainad the novel tfunconscious self-judgment. I 
'!hen he compared these unconsoious self-judgments with judgments made by others 
ot the same subJeot, he found that the tormer were preponderantly favorable, 
seldom neutral. and, in a tew instances, extremely unfa.vorable. He reported 
~bat subjects wre grea.tly preoccupied with their own unrecognized fo m,,. 27 
HuntleY't !laking a study of Wol:f't's experiments. believed the phenom-
enon merited further investigation. Ue believed Wolft's findings were 8utf'iO-
.I.ently important to Justify an independent validation but thought that the mat-
26 Else Frenltel-Brunmck, "Mechanisms of Self-deception," .zQuf'D\!.l 
el Sooial PSX9P.069SI, X, 1939, 419. 
2'1 \'.rner Woltf, Ihe lSRresg10p g! i"ersop.alUy 1 EAper:1m~ ~ 
PsvOhologv, New York, 1943. 
~~------------~ 
13 
'" 
erial needed a. f:"ore strict quantitative treatment. He sought informa.tion re-
garding partial or dubious selt-reoognition and wanted to know how the subJeot 
judged himself in comparison to the judpents he IIf:lde ot others. 
In 1940 Huntley published a synopsis of his 1938 Harvard doctoral 
disserU.tion. his report at his confirmatory experiments on Wolff-. work: with 
unoonaoious selt_Judgmenta. 28 lahi. first experiment Huntley followed Woltfts 
method closely in order to aohieve comparable results. Thus he compared the 
self ... judgnlents with judgments kl. others in his statistical analysis. In a. 
second part of his own oonstruction, Huntley had his subjects rank their sam-
ples and samples ot others. He then oompared the position in whioh tho subjec 
placed himself to the post tions the subject had been plaQed. in by others to 
arrive at the extent ot favorableness with which the subjeot judged himselt. 
lIe tound that both Woltf's original method involving the labor-conewning pro-
codure of' first evaluating the fr(;le characterizations in order to arrive at 
the knowledge of the subject fS self-rating in oomparison to the ratings by 
others, and h1s own new method produced ranking. in essential agreement. 
Though Huntle;y did not find that his subjects spent any more time 
with their own form. ot expression. he did find that his results tor his male 
subjects agJ"sed with Wolff t • finding.. The findings for women 1n hi. first ex 
periment tailed to reveal a tendenoy to be distinctly fa.vorable or unfavorable 
in their unoonscious self_rankings. 
28 C. William Hunt1e;y. "Judpel1ts of Self Based Upon Reoords of Ex_ 
pressi ve Beha.vior, tt J..R1Ulml 2l A~!'1Qml !lpg §got!! FSZCihotoQ':t XXXV, 1940. 
~~------------~ 
14 
Stagner had ra.i3ed all objection to \701tt*s comparing selt ... judgments 
vdth judg,'ments !!z others, contending that a. cormnon frame of reference was ab-
sent. He objected. "Althougb Wolff recognizee the tendency towards projection 
in self-judgments, especially those which were unoonsoious. he pays little 
heed to the important probability ot projection in jud€'1}nents of others ••• ln 
arnbiguoue situations the personallty of the judge becomes a deciding factor in 
the results ... 29 
The s80000 ot Huntleyts corroborative experiments gives an answer to 
stagner's objection. In it Huntley launched iii. more statisticully amenable 
third method 01 attack in which he was able to aompara a subject fe self .... Judg-
menta with the Judgments made lu. others, on the one hand, and the judg;mtHlta 
the subject makes 2t others, on the other hand.. A comparison ot results of 
both methods showed them to be practioally identical. Both compared well with 
The third method consisted of having each subject give scLuar ra.tings 
to four samples of ea.ch form of expression on eight different characteristics. 
Advantages, he said, were tra t it would g,1 va quantitative reaul ts and that he 
would have ei~t dilfer.nt Judgments on each specimen wher.as there wae only 
one available per specimen when uldng the fre • ...chara.ct.riza.tion method. Thus 
he had s.lf.judgments on anerlll characteristics which would not be difficult 
to claesify. 
29 Roae stagner, Dook Review ot Ib! .ct:2SRTtUlJei211 91. r.tlOnality' a-
perimentM Dep'Y:, tsyohQ'(H~I' by t7erner Wolff, IJew York. 1943. 334, JouDlru. £t 
§giial Psychology, XXIV, 1946, 245. 
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Huntley divided the degree of recognition :1.nto f:1.ve phase., the 
first being that or no recognition at all, the f1tth being that ot complete 
selt-recognit:1.on. He round that the means, when comparing the self-judgment. 
j.th the judgment. of others. were positive for all tive stages. It sbo,.. 
hat selt-judgments, on the average, are more lavorable than judgments at 
But those means were signifiea.ntly above aero in Stages I, II and III, 
d were not signir:l.cant tor stage. IV and V, whioh indicates that unconscious 
self.judgments "ere more favorable than .elf-judgments made when the .elf was 
6cognized. The .elt-judgments ",ere most highly favora.ble in stages II and III 
stage III exceeding that or stage II. This confirmed the 
vidence of his first experiment that selt-judgments made with slight suspioion 
recognition were the most clearly favorable. 
From the magnitude of the sigmas tor the same result a, he concludes 
"there is a reliable tendenoy for the self-judgments to be more extreme in 
he instances of non-reoognition than they are when reoognition has taken 
To account tor the affective nature of the self ...judgments as indioate 
y favorablenels and unfavorableness in tho selt-judgments, he considers that 
\ 
a theory ot selt-estee. or Itego_level" explains the strategies of selt-justit _ 
cation, rationalisation, projeotion and oompensation which he saw when he took 
is subjects by surprise and made them judge -themselves unawu.re that they were 
30 Huntley. "Judgments of Self Ba.sed Upon aecords ot J.!;xpresaive 
ehavior," ;'oUl;'JH.l 9l Abnorrna, W Ss!2igJ. l'lYchQlpgy, .UX'{, 416. 
~--------------------------~ 
-
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'" doing so. This process ot selt-esteem, he adds, ITAy operate below as well as 
9,bove the limen ot report. 
The faotor of modesty entering the picture when the subject is almost 
,ertain of recognition accounts tor the tact that a.t that point the selt-Judg ... 
nents become less favorable. 
Stagner supports Huntley's c·oncept of subliminal recognition and says 
'it seems the best description ot the process affecting Judgtnent ot unrecogniz-
~d selt_reoordse lt31 
Allport, discussing the work, says, It'!'he experiments also prove that 
~he limen of ego-involvment is lower than the limen of selt-recognition, an 
~nteresting tinding which warns us once more that consoious report and intro-
spection will never be a sufficient method ot exploring the operations ot the 
ego_system.,t32 
In positing his theory of self-esteem or "e:.;o-levelH to account tor 
his results, Huntley rejected Woltft s theory ot repression and the "unconscious 
~rojection of a wish image." Huntley argues that repression implies a strong 
emotioJ1al aooompaniment, something which was absent in his experiments and, as 
he says, in all of Woltfts. too. He pOints out that the repression mechanism 
is stronger when the Judge knows his own specimen is (:lJl1ong the samples judged, 
and, of course. their subjects did not know. In addition, Huntley states that 
31 stagner, Boot Review of Ill! E:!Rre§si911 of terso!,!!lity by ~'oltt, 
Journ!!1a 2! Sgoi,al. Psnholga, XXIV, 244. 
32 Gordon W. Allport, "The Ego in Contemporary Psychology," P§'lcbg-
12p4Qa~ Revi!!. L, 1943, 470. 
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;Lt was by the peculiarities a.nd abnormalltie& in the forms of expression that 
recognition of them ftS brought about, thus oontending that if repression were 
"he rneohanism Operat:l.DI, just these abnormaU.ties should he .. ,e been repressed. 
\Vo1tt later appears to aooept Huntley's view to some degree, yet is 
nig;hly reluotant to disoard his own theory of unoonscious resistance.33 
~'i1ler translates Huntley's 'concept into the langua,ge ot the nervous 
system. "A sensory stimulus rray reach low levels ot the nervous system and SO 
U"tect behavior, but nevEirthe1.el!J& be insufficiently intense to attain the 
~onscious neural organisa.tion. Also, processes may be suppressed to subliminal 
strength or Trade part of independent neural systems atter they have been eon-
aciOus. tt34 
Maslow demonstrated, in an experiment whose purpose was hidden from 
is subjects, that tardliarity to objects and methode throuf!)l a training eXi,)er-
once played an important role in determining the direction of the supposedly 
~bjective choices made later bet.een the tam11iar and the unfamiliar. "It is 
possible. tI he says, "to aSERQ118 that sucb 'obJeotive ratings' are nevertheless 
~easure. ot aftective px-eterence .. " (toward the tW!.!iliar)35 
Huntley rejects !'.I. theory ot familiarity to explain his results by 
33 '~lo1tt, The Expass,Ql} 91 F,rBopalit'£. New York, 1943, 184. 
34 J.~ill.r. UM9lUU;i9YrIUl!'h New York, 1942, 296. 
35 A. H. Maslow. flThe lntluence of Fa.w.iliarization on l-'refereno'e," 
JgurAA! 2i. LliXEQrimeJltal; !:Uohoh9&I, XXI, 193'1, 180. 
~---------, 
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saying that familiarity would be at a minimum at the point of non-recognition 
and therefore the Judgments should. be least favorable. But the converse 
a.ctually happened in both Wolft's and Huntley's work. Also. Wolff contended, 
&nd Huntley found evidence to support him, that a distortion of fom gives a 
judgment of higher favorability. 
Among the results Huntley obtained from his seoond experiment was 
one which indicated the traits which the subjeots judged with the greatest 
degree of certainty. His results showed the following' J\ttz:~ct~v!. was rated 
with the highest degree of certainty. Atter it, in order, came £luiok, carefu;L, 
2.rig1~l, in\elligen1., 2.!.1!~ti!!, .1IAAx and senerotu!.- He found that the form 
of expression of handwriting elicited the most certain judgments of careful-
ness and quiokness. Handwriting rated second. to pictUres of hands for oertain 
ty of' judgments on generosity and jollity, and. last of' all the forms of' ex-
pression for judgments on originality, objeotivity and intelligence. 
A brief review of the \Jhapter reveals that numerous studies have 
shown that one's own handwriting is DOt always recognized, and that, in taot, 
there is often a high degree of non-recognition even when it is known that 
one's own handwriting is &.mOftg the samples being Obsarved. 
other sources point out that handwriting is a valid expression of' an 
area ot the personality which can be interpreted. successfully when the limita-
tions of its usefulness are understood. Identification of' individual traits 
from single unrelated signs is considered invalid. Some graphic npecimens 
are not partioular~y expressive. They would be poor rraterial tor interpreta~ 
tion. 
r:--------. 
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There is an ability to discriminate peroeptually Ltnd judgmentally 
at levels of stimulation below the limen of awareness. 
5001&.1 responsibilit;y is apparently the factor which r~kes con-
SOiOU8 behavior different from unconscious behavior. Consoious actions, 
thought to be under voluntary control, carry the burden of responsibility to 
society. 
studies of self-ratings show that there is a definite tendency to 
err on the side ot favorableness to the self. 
Hunt.ley's own succinct words best summarize the work of Wolff and 
himself; ftWhen the individual judges himself unawares, the strivings for 
self-esteem are usually expressed, but so too rra.y be some of the feelings of 
insuffioienoy. In the instanoes of partial recoLnition t111:1 Ego is threatened 
and all the toros ot selt-justification brought into play, with the result 
that the self-Judgments are almost entirely favorable. Finally, when the 
limen of recognition is reached, the demands of modesty operate and the self-
judgments beoome more moderate, although the strivings for self-esteem still 
require that the individual Judge himselt slightly above average in favorable-
ness, as occurs repeatedly in self-rating studies_ n36 
36 Huntley, ttJudgments of Self Based Upon Hecords of Bxpressive 
Behavior," Jourpql it Abl'l2t!ml; !ml. .§t.9.~ ,ts12h2.12.ZI, XXXV, 42'7. 
~------------------------~ 
CHAPTER nI 
CRllecj1$ID 2l .§!MnPl:!§ Rt ILandwri tinS?; 
SUbjects for this experiment were the twenty men and twenty-tour 
women who composed an undergraduate class in psyohology in the University 
College, Loyola University, Chicago. 
Handwriting specimens were obtained from an essay test in which the 
clasa was instruoted to use the white paper supplied by the instructor. 
Control of the color at ink, or even of the use of pen or panoil, was not 
considered significantly important since the samples were to be photostatted, 
a process which would neutralize such differences. It was desired to give no 
cues to the etfect that there was anything "different" about the test. 
Prqpara310Q !i£ A4m1n~ltr'iion 
A portion of eaoh specimen was selected for reproduction by photo-
statting and an a.ttempt was made to eeleot a portion whioh contained no terms 
to cue the subJeots that the ea.mple was taken trom their test. Likewise, 
when a 8ubJeot demonstrated a tendency to use what was felt would be an obd .... 
Quely recognizable individual peculiarity in his handwriting, an attempt was 
made to find a porticn whioh did not oontain such a. cue. 
~er photostatting the seleoted samples and obtaining four copies 
20 
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of each. the individual samples were glued to a 5" X Sit file oard. Each 
sample now appeared similar to Figure 1 below. 
Figure 1. Photostatted 
Handwriting Sample 
Huntley had tound as a posai.ble source of error in his first exper-
iment the tact that he had had each individual characterize torms ot both 
sexes. Consequently, in this study the subjects characterize the handwriting 
of their own sex only. Random seleotion was made of the three sa.r.n~ples to go 
with the subject t 8 own sample in the packet he would Judge. 
Along wi til the tour mambered samples, the third ot whioh in eaoh 
oase belonged. to the person Judging the tour, was the tollowing ma.terlall 
1) A number oode tor degree ot certainty ot Judgment, Figure 2. 
2) Four numbered sheets ot paper, eaoh with the subjeot's name, 
containing the eight personality characteristios to be judged 
by marking a. place on a scale between the opposite poles of the 
3) A template to cover the other characteristics while judging one 
ot them. 
NUMBER CODE FOR DEGREE OF C.ii:RTaINTY 
o - Absolutely DO oertainty 
1 -- Very slight degree of certainty 
2 -- Slight degree of certainty 
3 -- Somewhat certain 
4 -- Fairly o ert ain 
S -- .. ~mo at certain 
6 -- Oompletely certtdn 
r1gure 2. Hamber code tor degree of 
oertainty 
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Twelve weeks arter the samples had been collected. "lith the semeater 
drawing to a close, the subjects were introduced to tt~ problem as follows; 
"In this experiment I would like to find out how you tend to oharac-
teriz. or judge people by looking at their handwriting. '!'he ultimate purpose 
of it aU is to compare the judgment. made by undergraduate clas.es, such as 
this, with the judgments made by graduate students in psyo~logy who have had 
more advanced training in personality analysis. 
You w111 eaoh receive a packet in which are tour samples ot hand ... 
writing. Now what I would like you to do is to tell me what you can about the 
personality ot the person who wrote each sample. You may use a series ot ad-
jeotives, phrases, or sentences, just as you preter. It you can, state also 
whether you like or dislike the handwriting. 
May I ask you now to please retrain trom asking any questions trom 
r:----------. 
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toes this imply a person who ie; 
original 
imaginati ve 
JIlentally a.ctive 
unoriginal 
~ __ t~. ~f~~a __ ~I __ ~ __ ~t __ ~ __ ~t~~ ___ , unimaginative 
Ilegrwe ot Certainty__ not mentally a.otive 
sloW 
phlcgf::latic 
plodding 
attractive 
Does this imply a person who is: 
quick 
.!~!_! __ ~,~~,~~! __ ~!~~t __ ~t __ ~ __ ~! ___ • nervous 
Degree ot Certainty_excitable 
Do you find this expression: 
~ ______ 'I-.~'~~' __ ~4!_' __ ~! __ ~ __ ~ __ ~} ___ ' unattractive 
Degree ot Certainty_ 
Does this imply a person who is; 
prejudiced 
illogioal 
muddled thinker 
objective 
~ __ :....~'~-.:.! __ ~t __ ~!I-.~! __ ~ __ ~ __ ":-__ • logical 
Degree of Certainty_ clear ... thinking 
careful 
thorough 
exacting 
melancholio. 
pessiltiatic 
Does this imply a. person who is; 
oareless 
_! ___ !:.... __ t__ ~, __ ~, __ ~t~-.:.t __ ~! __ ~ __ ..:-__ , }~phazard 
Degree of Certainty__ slipshod 
Does this imply a person who is. 
Jolly 
... ' __ ' _ .... _____ ,_ ....... ' __ , __ ,____ ...:.._ ........ _. optimistio 
Degree of Certainty_ 
Does this imply a person of a 
low i nt elligenee .' _""""_,,,,-_.:.' __ !:....--.lll-.--:._-:... _...:.._",,-_, hi gil intelligence 
Degree of Certainty __ 
generous 
thoughtful 
of others 
Does th1s imply a person who 1s; 
selfish 
_t ___ t~. __ •__ ~! __ ~! __ ~ __ ~. __ ~, __ ~ __ ~ __ • thoughtless 
Degree of Certainty_of others 
Figure 3. List of charaoteristic s 
and scales used in the judgrl'lents in 
Part C 
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n01i1 on't That is necessary in order that all of tLe oasses going through this 
procedure have an equal amount of info rmation with whioh to work. 30 that 
means that it you have any questions from now on, just keep them to youraelves 
and work out your problem as well as you can entirely by yourself without 
disturbing the rest of the olass. It is very important for the euccess of 
this experiment that eaoh person remains very qUiet durin;; the period of admin 
istration. Any talking between members of the olass will injure the results. 
To save time, I have already numbered the aarples and the sheets you 
will use for this experi7:;ent. and hl:.l.ve placed your name on each sheet. That 
will allow us to sta.rt the procedure immediately. 
As I oall your na.me would you please raise your hand in order thut I 
can E~ve you your materials! Please don't look ut the material inside the 
packet yet. You rray look at the scale on the front and familiarize yourselves 
with it when you get your packet. Then wait for further iustruction when the 
packets are all distributed. lt 
f!:£1 A. It!!.DEIeoriptiRQ 
"\1fusn I say 'begin' please take out sample 1 from the paoket and 
examine it. You will hiitve twenty sHonds to look at each sample and this 
shOrtness of time is to help you make the characterizations from looking at 
samples as Ill. whole 'ol.nd not from the details. When you have finished with the 
sample, place it face dow and wait for further instructions.'t 
Subjects were told to begin, and after observing the sarr;ple tor the 
twenty seconds, were told that the time was up. 
"Now write what you can about what you think the ;ersonality of the 
25 
person whoso handwriting you have observed would be like." 
The procedure wae repea.ted for samples 2, 3 a.nd 4.:1£ter writing 
ea.ch description, each subject was asked to deterndne how oertain he was ot 
his judgment ot eaoh sample. A number oode for degree of certainty, Figure 
2, devised for this purpose had been placed on the cover sheet of each paoket. 
!lY:!~. Ranking 
"Now I'd like you to take the four swrples a.nd rank t}:em in the 
order from the one you liked !':",ost to the one you liked least. 'iihen you have 
them ranked, nark the numbers of the cards down in order on the cover sheet ot 
your packet. Remember to remain quiet and do not look around. II 
Part Q.. EigJtt Chvaeteri;,ti£l 
tlNow put these oards in orderrtrom 1 to 4 once again 60 that they 
will be in the same order as the numbers on 'the aheets showing the seales 
between the personality characteristics. 
Now I'd like you to judge these sa.mples according to the eight per-
sonulity oharacteristics listed on the sheets you find in your paoket. Judge 
each characteristio by itselt and do not let yourself be influenced by a 
'halo' ettect; tha.t is, don't give a. favortlble judgment in all easee just be-
cause these are characteristics describing the same person. Remember that a 
f;erson high in one trait might be low in another. You may mark anywhere along 
the seale between the two oharacteristics named. i'\.tter you have !TAde the 
judgment, tell how certain you are of it aocording to the same sc"le you used 
in the first part of this experiment. 
Place the template over eaoh trait as you judge it so that you won't 
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• distracted by previous judgments. tt 
A demonstration of method was given. 
"Do not spend too long over anyone judgment. When you have finish-
d with the judgments of this first sample wait until I instruct you to begin 
i th the second. Use the same template and scale on ·the second aarr,ple. Rer;em-
remain quiet and to keep your attention on your own work. II 
The st:l.r.'TIe instruction was given prior to the observation of samples 
• 3 and 4. 
This part was originally planned to determine more accurately the 
agree cf recognition each subject had ot his own sample during the three parts 
f the exper.1ment, but the end of the class period had come. In order to 
btain a general impression ot whether much of the class had realized ,that 
runple 3 was their own, the experimenter asked, "Did you recognize any of the 
Scattered opinions were tendered. 
"'t'Jh1ch ones?ft 'tWrite your answers on the tront ot the packet." 
Foreseeing no advantage in concealing the point further. the exper ... 
menter inrorr(;ed the class that the sample numbered three was their own. 
e surprise reaction expected in accordance with the findings or Wolff and 
laoking. Its strength was indicative of the previous unaware-
ss of a large number of subjects. 
The instructor kindly volunteered his cla88 for part of the following 
period two days later in order to permit gathering of informtion from 
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ea.ch of' the students regarding the u.mount of recogui. tion they rerrlElmbered 
baving experienced during the experiment two days before. The information 
desired was eliCited by a "Recognition,,:uestionnaire," Figure 4. 
Degree ot Recognition Questionnaire 
Name 
Numbe.r Code for DEGREE or RECOGNITION .---------
1 -- No recognition at all. 
2 - Slight suspicion of recognition, but no certainty. 
3 - About half certain recognition 
4: - Alrllost certain identification, but not positive. 
5 -- Complete positive self-recognition. 
-----------,-.--~-.--.----
I. Degree of reoognition during the three parts of the experiment; 
Part A (Free description) , 1 2 3 4 5 (circle one) 
Part B (Ranking) 1 2 3 4 5 
Part C (Judgment of the ,1 2 3 4 5 
8 characteristics) 
It 
tI 
It 
•• 
11. Did you mistakenly suspect that u sam)?le other than #3 wa.s your owns_ 
III. Did you recognise the handwriting of a triend?_ Whom'i ______ -t 
IV. How did you reoognize your own handwriting? 
v. Other observations or comments you care to make: 
Figure 4. Degree of' recognition 
questionnaire 
rr---~ -------, 
AlJALYSIS OF RE&rLTS AND UITERPRETATION 
D'1e~nation 2t Deg£,e 2l R.9o~nitioB 
Two sources provided tm material which nnde it FO eaible to deter-
mine the degr.e ot recognition each subject had ot his own handwriting sample. 
The anners to the questions HDid you recognize any of the sLUIll:;les?" 
and ItWhich ones1'· supplied the moat trustworthy evidence tor separating the 
recognition and non-recognition groups. The answere ware given before the 
eubj octs were told that their own sample had been number three ot the tOIlr 
judged. Forly-tive per cent ot the mon and lony-three per cent ot the women 
tailed to reeogDiae their own ha.ndwrlting acoording to this criterion. The-
oretically this would mean that this forty-rour pel' cent ot the subjeots had 
not recognized their OVill samples during any of' the three parts ot the experi-
nt. 
But answers to the "Recognition;}ueetionnaire" indicated that many 
simply answered '*y8S" or tlnon to the first of the above questions 
eked on the dq ot the exper1ment t ~considered when given the OI'POl"tun1ty 
o ex.press varying degrees ot recogD1tion two days later. The questionnaire, 
administration of which "tiS untortuMtely, yet unavoidably, delayed until 
days after the exper1lT18nt, was espeoially necessary to deterrd.ne in which 
28 
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part of the oxperiment those who had claimed recocnition on the firat day had 
aotually recognized their samples. A disappointing consequence of the ques-
tionnaire was the discovery that many who had previously attested to their 
non-recognition throughout the entire experiment two day before, rww claimed 
the various degrees of recognition, too. '!1hether such a phenor.:enon was are ... 
sult of true retlection, retrospective falsifioation, or the suggestive power 
of t},e questionnaire itself is beyond the scope of this thesis to determine. 
The vacillation of some subjects· judgments regarding; their degrees 
ot recognition, made it necessary to employ outside judgee to help inteq)ret 
and decide, for the purpose of tabulating the results, into which group such 
subjects should be placed. The free descriptions elicited in ~art d were val-
uab1e in this regard. t'or example, a subject claiming; partial recognition in 
Part A who misjudged the sex of his or her own handwrit ing was presumed to 
thave experienced no recognition in i:a.rt A. In doubtful oasEIs the subJ act was 
given the benefit ot the doubt and allowed the higher degree of recognition he 
had claimed. Hwltley mentioned tha.t he, too, had found difficulty in classi-
~ying some of the cases of doubtful. recognition. 
I'he lirrdtationa imposed on this study by the look of reUable infor ... 
~tion on the degree of recognition is a natural hazard of an experil"lI!Jnt of 
~his type whioh depends so heavily on subjective report. 
Huntley reported that in his second experiment sixty .. tour per cent 
of his subjeots reported no reoognition at all of mirrored saYiples of their 
own handwriting. Seventeen per cent cla1r~d the next higher stage ot reoogni-
tion. Four olair::ed stage tr:ree, ten claimed lirtage four, and six cla.i!ued stage 
f 
P""" 
live, i. e., complete positive sell-recognition. The extent ot llO£l-recogni ... 
ilion ot their own samples by subjects ot Wolt! ;;md Huntley wa.s considerably 
greater than that obtained in this experiment. Yet, there is a non-recogni. 
tion group large enough to carry out the purpose ot the study. 
Degree ot 
recognition 
Men, N-19 
Women , H-19 
Total N 
Per oent 
total 
DEGREES OF RECOGNITION n.i~.l?LRT£D BY SUBJECTS 
IN THE THREE .PARTS OF THE E'xpERDJEN'f 
Part A Part B 
••• III . 
Part C 
(Fr.. Description) (Ra.nking) (8 Characteristics) 
I II III IV V I II III IV V I n III IV V 
(; 2 4 3 4 5 2 2 5 5 5 1 0 3 4 
8 4 1 3 3 8 3 1 2 5 8 2 1 4: 
'* 
14 & 5 6 7 13 5 3 7 10 13 3 , , 8 
37 16 13 ,,6 18 34 , 13 8 18 2& 34 8 1B 18 21 
Thirty ... seven per cent failed to recognize their samples in Part A. 
Thirty-four per oent failed to do 00 in h'~.rts Band C. But only 6i :,:hteen per 
cent in Yart .A attained complete positive self-recognition. Though there is 
til slight tendency tor recognition to increase as the subjects go t.hrou;~h sue-
ceeding parte ot the experiment, -there is no significant permanent ahitt indi-
cated. The upward tendency in recognition is r;,ost noticeable in the middle 
recocni tion stages. The lack of 'Vacillation throuehout the experiment by 
3l 
those who cluimed recognition in the first 1.J.nd. fifth stages suggests tha.t 
those subjects were more certain of their own degree of recognition than the 
subjects claiming degrees of recognition between oomplete lack of recognition 
and complete reoognition. 
Some results of the ohanges from the procedures of Wolff and Huntley 
a.re llready apparent. Indi viduul experience with each of tl.e subjects, such 
as,'·'olft and Huntley had, would have made it eaeier to determine when Ii. sub-
ject began experiencing suspicion of recosnition, and an immedi~te report ot 
the eXpErienoe would seem to be a more accurate one. TIleir disguising of the 
handwriting snrr.ple by mirroring W[,,1:1I aFparently valuable in obtaining u. higher 
number of non-recogrdzers, though it is interesting to note the hif~h incidence 
of non-recognition of the undia&~uised samples. f'hotosti:.\tted. copies at mirrored 
riting would have been just as simple to obtu:i.n, but they would not ha.ve per-
'tted discovery of the ext~nt of recognition of unmirrored samples. 
;Qttetm.\Mt12D d. ~ Q.W.r. 
In Part A the rank order of preference among the four sur::plea judged 
t4ubject was determined by comparing the free descriptions they had 
ritten about each specimen. These deSCriptions averaged four eight.inch-long 
ines of written material and in most cases gave the four outside judges who 
etermined the rank order from the descriptions adequate rnat'till'ial. tor distin-
~ 'shing between more- and less-favored samples. 
The tour tree descriptions n::ade by each subject were typed on a sep ... 
large file card. The cards were then giver, to the four outside judges 
ith the following instructions: 
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!tOn each of these torty-one carda are four personality characteriza-
~ions whioh a dilterent 1'e Mlon has made atter viewing photo stat e ot four indi-
!vi dual s, handwriting. Theee characterizations vary in their degree of tavor. 
~bleness. You are to assign a nuwber fron, rrdnus five (.5) through zero (0) to 
~lus five ( ... 10 to each oharacterization, naively alid without any philosophical 
~onsiderationt according to the following pla.n; 
The position (.5) indica.tes extrer-e unlavorab1eness, and the position 
~ ... 5) indicates extreme favorableneaa, while the (0) position indicates a neut-
ral condition. The numbers between minus five and plus five thus represent 
~radation8 between the extremes. For example, two of the ch;;ractGriz':.l.tions 
dght be disti:)ctly unfa.vorable;, and these would be put at the lo;,,'er end of the 
~cale. .mother might botavorable and thus VlOuld be put at the upper- end of 
,:.h8 scale. Another r:d;;ht be t:1Ore neutrl:.l.l in tOllEl:.Hld would be )·:arked zero, 
pr rninus one, or plus one. 00 NOT USE ANY POSITION NUMBER ~ O?J.;. 'fHAN ONCE ON 
P:i~CH CAJl.Dt; These numbers are to be entered in the proper spaces on tLe back of 
"his card. A position nUl':!ber will be entered for each of the tour charu.cteriz_ 
~tions on each card. tI 
The "umbers assigned by the judges to the desoript.l-on of efJ,C)c' sample 
lVere averaged and tinal ranking Was a.ooomplished by a.veraging the i~umbers as-
~igned by the Judges to each desoription. In the few oases in which th(; aver ... 
ages tied. an additional outside jud~~e was a3ked to rrake j'Jd:;iGents of the four 
samples. 
Comparison of r8.nking done by the individual judges ind1c<.J.tes thu.'C 
in thirty-seven per cent of the cases oomplete agresr::ent was l'sached ar.:cng the 
'l'ABLi1 II 
AGREEMImr AMONG FOUR OUTSIJ)::!: JUDGES 
IN RANKING DI~SCRIPrIONS ELICITED 
FRON $Alf.PLES O.F rui.NDWalTING 
IN PART A 
Number ot degrees variation Number of 
between judgments ot rank cases 
order placement 
0 60 
1 15'1 
2 33 
3 4-
--
Total 1M 
33 
Per cent ot 
cases 
3'1 
41 
20 
2 
--
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judges regarding the position of til sample with respect to the other three su.m_ 
plea. In seventy-seven per cent of tIs cuses til ere occurred only one degree 
ot va1"i<.ttion among the judges regarding the relative position of Ii sample. 
Sach individual Judge agreed with each other judto;e about ninS;y times. Corr~la 
tioD between individual judges' rankings were no higher for one ooP";binat.ion. ot 
judges than another. 
In fart B, the subjects themselves had ra;:ked tr.a four sllU"pleSt thus 
eliminating the need for outside judges. Wolff's anci t!untley's subjects were 
unable to ra.nk their handwriting samples in this way becuuo,6 the samples waf'e 
not photoatattad, 
In Fart C the rank order was obtainad by 
of tLe individual scale judgments about the eight per 
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of eaoh sample. 
Determi¥1&tiotl g.t Rela:\ismshill B!.,tween Degree 2I. E.!goh":nitio!:'f Mil 
n;ulk qrdeT Position 2l ~J...udmni 
It i8 understood. that only in Part B VIas the plu.cement of his sample 
made directly by the subjeot himself, but for the sake of simplicity of lan-
guage, the subjeots of l-arts A and C ~ also spoken ot as huvinG placed them-
selves in either position one, two, three or four. 
The subJeots who placed tlaw:aelves either first or lu.st in order of 
favorableness are of especial interost in this study. The sum of the number 
of subjects placing the!Tsslvss in these two POSitiOfl.S will b,.;;; c01'"rl"I.rvd to the 
sum of' the nu~' ber of subjects placing themselv •• in the mindle positions, i. e. 
positions two and three. Thus a distinction in this study is muds between the 
croup whioh placed its Sl;!.f!~pl. in an extreme position and the group which placed 
its own sample in a ;!'iddle position. The b&h&.vior of tlHH3€: two groups under 
condition ot varying dogrtHil$ of recognition will be compared. 
Subjeots were divided into two more groups using another criterion. 
One i8 called the "reoognition" (R) group. The other is called the ftnon_reoog_ 
nition" (N-R) group. Tbe recognition and non-recognition referred to will be 
ers'tood to be ot the subJeot t s own sarr;ple of handwriting_ The composition 
these two groups is determined by the degree 01 recognition cluimed. In 
ne instance, the N-R group will oonsist only ot those subjects who olail~;ed no 
recognition at all of their awnple; the R group will consiat of all the others. 
n the next instance, the N-R group will consist only of thoee subjects who 
claimed recognition of degrees 01'1e and two, while the R group will contain a.ll 
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the others, i. e., those whose N'ooEmition was of the higher degrees, three, 
four and five. The Rand N-R groups are formed by combining in different 
patterns the numbers of subjeots claiming various degrees of reoognition. 
Thus, of the severa.l eomparisOfts, each new comparison will find the so-oalled 
';:.on-recognition" group containing an additional number of subjects who had. 
been considered in the previous oomparison to be l!l4)mbers of the "recognition'" 
group_ 
'rhe Chi-square test is used to determine how often the various group 
ings considered will uria. as a matter of chance. A prooubllity of 0.05 or 
less is considered a significant divergence in this study. A pro b ",bll1 ty ot 
two cMnces in one hundred is considered to be very significant. 
In the four cells of the chi-square are the numbers of sU:;'jocts 
falling into the tollowing categories: 1) the N ... R group in extreLe positions. 
2) the N....R group in middle positions, 3} the R group in C!lxtra:-e positions, 
4) the R group in r:,iddle :po s1 tiona. 
Of all the combinations in rarts A and B considered by the teet, the 
N_tt group making larger extrer~e self -judgr;ents is larger than the ;;.H group 
making self-judgments in the Iniddle range. The larger R group made self-Judg-
Illents of mi.·ddle intensity. 
The N ... R group i8 considered to be making unconsoious self -jud,::;ents 
a.nd it is by examining shirts ot reoognition in this group th~i.t. conclusions 
are drawn. 
In Part At very significant deviations froT:' chance expect~tncy occur 
in two cases. In one, the N-R group oonsists only of the subjeots with no 
T.li.BLl!; III 
PROBABILI'I'Y OF DIVERGEmCE rR01,'. CHANCE EX:fE:CTAHCY 
FOR NON.....REOOGNITICN (ll-a) VS. RECCGNl'nON (R), AND 
EXTRE~,~d: V5. :MIDDLE JUDGH£a-lT GtiOUl- CO!{I'ARISONS 
Recognition stages 
designating the 
N-R and R groups 
N-R (1) 
R (2,3.4,5) 
N .. R (1,2) 
n (3,4,5) 
N-R (1,2,3) 
R (1,5) 
N-R (1,2,3,4) 
R ( 5) 
-
11\1_R (1) 
IR (5) 
i:-R (1,2) 
It (,1,5) 
Il....R (1.2) 
~ (5) 
(Free 
Part A 
De scri ption) 
p 
0.02* 
0.02* 
0.13 
0.2'1 
0.0'1 
.. 0.05 
0.10 
. 
part, B 
(Ranking) 
f 
0.08 
0.07 
0.035* 
0.30 
0.09 
0.15 
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it Denotes significant probability ot divergence trom ohance expeotanoJ 
~usploion that they were judging their own handwriting. In the other, the N-R 
grou~ has incorporated the next stage ot recognition and is still very signit-
. cant. llJhen any higher stages ot recognition are added to the :~-R group, the 
Isii,;:niticance is lost and the probability ot chance oocurence inoreases. 
r 
3'1 
In Pari Bt significant deviation from chanoe expectancy is achieved 
only when the N-R group contains recognition stages one, two and three. 
Results when the N ... R group contains only subjects with lesser stages of recog-
nition do suggest signifioance. But the result when the R group contains only 
subjeots with oertain selt-identifioation is not significant. 
The erratio pattern of Part C results indicate tlm.t all of the oom.-
binations would occur readily by pure chance. In this part of th~ experiEent 
the pattern which held for Parts A and B does not hold. At tit:nes the H group 
ith extreme self-judgments is larger tkan that group with judgments of middle· 
intensity. '!'he pattern L'1 the N-R group is sometimes transpo sed also. 
Comparing the results of iart A with those found by Huntley, it is 
seen that they do not conform entirely to his conoept that the unconscious 
selt .. judgments increase in favorableness as suspioion of recognition increases. 
lhe decreu.se in extreme favo rableness ot the judglTJent of self' appears to be 
simply a. oonsequence of Ii higher degree of recognition. Huntley's position the: 
he bald egoism ot the unconscious eelf is teml)ored with modesty when aware-
ss of sooiety' s watchful ere creeps in, i.a supported by the result of Part A. 
e agreement between fart A r<d6ults and "~{ol.rtta results is good, since Wolff' 
d not attel1~pt to distinguish between 6.e8:'.'"&88 ot recognition. 
Part B results, though not as significant as those ot Part At can ... 
the pattern Huntley first fOUnd and interpreted. The moet favorable 
nooneoiou8 selt-jud~nts were t~de when. a cOLbination o:f' the thr"38 low·;:;st 
agrees ot selt-recognition were called the N-R group. It was tor this ~~d­
lnt between non-recognition and recognition that Huntley reported the sane 
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result. Prior to reaching the middle stage of recognition, the favorableness 
~f the subjects' unoonscious selt ... judgments wus not eo pronounced. After 
lXAssing that middle stage, the result shows no significant tendency for the 
extre:,-ely favorable judgments of' the self' to belnade. '['he tendency then is 
+'or the N-R group to moderat e it s judgr ant 9, yet permitting more of tte extreme 
than nnderate ud~=ments. -'be R group tends to u;,ke a.n incre;ising number of 
extreme self"judgr'ente, but they never exceed the number of '!oderate udgnmts. 
Huntley's interpretation pointe out that, during cOf';ple::e non-
recognition and the first stage of euspicioi~ at self-recognition, the uncon" 
seieus self -judgments are n,ore favorable to the self than the nor~ u.l fu.vora-
bility ot conscious self'-Judg:'snts. !Jut the ravorability becoF:ea greatest 
rlhen suspicion of recognition inoreases and the threatened ego musters its 
f'orces for der~mo.. wt, HIl11.t18y proposes, with increasing recognition the 
subject begins to temper his defensive egoism according to the der.ands of' 
modesty and the results become those which would be more likely to appear by 
pure chance. 
Part C reel.llte oOillorm in no WJ.Y' to tm pattern of Parts rl. and B. 
t-lumerous statistical devices err:ployed failed to del"~:onEltra.t e significant results 
~ch a state is SOf"ewhat puuling when it is remer.::bered Uut Iiuntley's "ost 
~eralded results were obtained by his use of' the "objective" judgl1~ent!S of the 
~haracter traits. Perhaps hie method of presenting the tru.its individually to 
~ single subject was more effeotive and conducla. to careful thought. 'l'he 
'1ery same eight characteristics were presented in this study. .~ t8r.1plllte to 
~over ad.jacent judgments to the ona on wtich a subject was working \'IUS' devised 
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to overcomesuoh a. ditterence in procedure. One might suspect that u!U"eport 
recognition of selt was causing the difficulty. But analysis ot the .Part C 
rankings with the reoo gnition data. ot Parts A ancl B r .. ealed nothing lI.eM. 
Huntley has hid, with plausibility, that the trait judgment most nearly can ... 
forming with what the subjeots judged in Parts A and B was !ttrftrQtiv!WHI'. 
Yet ranking" according to the judgments ot that single trait were fruitless, 
as were rankings according to a combination ot attt~et.venei8 and ~lYlnt§lt 
the trait judged with .ertainty seoond only to the torm.er. 
Rank order derived Qy dividing t}~ product ot the scalar rating and 
degree of oertainty ot the judgment by the sum of the degree. ot certainty on 
each ot the eight characteristics demonstrated nothing significant. 
It is likely that some 8Ubjects simply misullderstood the directions. 
'fhe group technique employed allowed no questions from the subjects. It was 
teared that III questioner would jeopardize the success ot the entire experiment 
by pre.tunly oalling attention to tbll tact t.hat his own eample was tWong the 
tour he wa.s aaked to Judge. 
Part C had the di sadvantage of' being highly t1me-coneuming for some 
subJeots. raster subjects were forced to wait between jud~nt l!I in order that 
the _~. class could ~proach sample three simultaneously. It was neoessary 
to urge speed upon many of' the subjects several t ilnaa to elicit all the judg-
mentsneoes8a.ry by the time the 01as8 period ended. It 13 likely- that many 
Jud~ts made on Part 0, espeoially on tre lder samples, were mu.do hastily 
and. a\<f"8.tldom. Suoh a caee would readily explain the diffioulty wi th the 
-"," 
/ 
The order of emainty with whioh the eight trait jud~_8 wen 
made in Part C of' this study was nearly identical to that found by Huntley for 
judgments of handwriting_ A mere transposition of the adjacent tra.its 2£.,(u1 
and 9uic~ would bring complete agre.ment between the lists for men and women 
eombined. 
Order of oer-
tainty with 
which Judged 
1 
2 
3 
4 
J; 
6 
7 
8 
TABLE IV 
ORDER 0' CERTAINTY TIlTH WHICH EIGHT TRAIT JUDGMENTS 
or HANDWRITING SA.UPLm WERE MADE IN PART a 
Women Men 11:en and WOmen Combined 
Attractive Attractiv. Attractive 
Careful Careful Careful 
Quick Origtnal quick 
Objective Quick Original 
Intelligent Intelligent Intelligent 
Generous Objective Objective 
Original Optimistic Optir:d.stio 
Optinlistic Generous Generous 
SUbjects appear to be more oertuin of Judgments of th e more super ... 
ficial traits foa.nd at the top of' the list, than of the deeper poraonfillity 
trai ts. Suoh an observation agrees with Wolff t s report of the differenoe be ... 
tween the personality report he mde uaing handwriting as the projeotive mater-
:lal, and the report rr.ade by nopf'tr using the Rorschach. Wolft'. report 
"detected short ... term problems and disturbanoes." Klopferts "discovered the 
structural and enduring qualities.u 
In future experiments using the method of Part C, elimina.tion of' the 
inf'orrw.tion on degree of certainty of Judgment s is recoml'll4Jnded. It is appar-
ently not helpful in determining rank order, and its om1ssion would save a 
considerable amount of time. 
Wolft object" to Hutley's ut1Uaa:i1on ot trait judgments on the 
grounds that Judgments of individual traits were seldom valid, espeoially wheu 
made by the graphologioall), untrained. P.J.. argument would be good if' it is 
aSSU1MG that the judgments should oonform to the truth. but the experiments 
thsmselves indioa.te the high degree of eubjeotivity and prOjection inherent in 
the procedure. The experimenter 18 interested only in how the subject judges 
himself in relation to others. The truth of the personality desoription is 
irrelevant.;' ~,\1oh of the projective material elioited in the written personal-
it}" a.naly~es in Part ,;" could serve as a b<il.sis for a further study ot selected 
subject,,,:~ For example, a personality test given to the surprising number ot 
1 
subjects who judged their own sumple to be a sample ot a member ot the opposite 
I 
/ sex,~ght ,conceivably reveal a common factor in t~ group • 
./ ! 
:; l 'or any future experiments on unoonscious aelf-judgments, the pro-
,I 
aedure orran B is highly reoommended. '!'he first-hand selt-ranking by the 
subJeots themselves eliminates the tedious 'WOrk of reading a.nd interpreting 
paragraphs of written material in order to arrive at a. rank which is still 
aecond...tland. Samples ot handwr1t ing can be obtained quickly from large groups 
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of student., through tens. The ranking procedure of Part B consume. only A 
few ninutes tor an entire group. and t118 results of such ranking can dernon-
strate the nature 01 unconscious selt-judgments os well as any of the methods 
devised. A great advantage ot Part B procedure lies in its adaptability to 
further experimentation of greater significance. It would not take much lon-
ger for the subjeots to rank thai. r own sample among six or eight others, and 
such a procedure oould succeed in making a better distinction between an ex-
tremely well-lavored sample and a sample placed in a middle position. 
The 12ldvantnge of the Part .A procedure lies in its supplying It. wealth 
of interesting written material wl-..ich could be utilised in conjunction with 
other experiments. Perhaps such material would be useful to a therapist also. 
--
CIiAPT'ii:il V 
SUMMARY ~ CONOLUSIONS 
Handwriting is oonsidered to be a useful projection ot personality, 
and its skillful interpretation can detect short-term probler~s and distur-
bances. Judgment s of trait strom ind1 vidual signs in handwl"i ting have not met 
with profound success. 
Muoh experienoe indioates th<d many subjects do not recognize their 
own handwriting specimens when they are told to choose their own from among a 
number ot Si'llnples. Advantage W'la taken ot this phenomenon by 'JVoltt ill 1925 to 
obtain judgments trom eubjects ot their own unrecognized projections ot ,per-
sonality. He discovered that the unconscious self-Judgments ware signif1cantl~ 
more tavorable tilall conscious self.judgments Or judgments ot others. 
Huntley elaborated on:;'Jol££ fa idea by dettTr.ininr; the nature of the 
self-judgments at various stu,:8S of recognition. His work corroborated t:Oet 
of Wolff's and led to his postulation of a plausible dynamic explanation of 
his findings. The unconsoiousf self-Judgments were significantly mora favor-
able than coneciou. Judgment., but the highest favorability was most pronouno.<i 
at a half...way stage gatween non ... recognition and reoognit1(tn. This is inter-
. preted as a defensive reaction ... an attempt to present the:~est possible 
picture of the self. But as t".ore reoogni tiQn appe~.rs, the egoistic defensive 
pict(rG is tempered to conform with society's demand for modesty in 6.1f-
43 
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appraisal. 
Huntley postula.ted a. limen of etfecti .... en.ss below the level ot 
rbport to explain the emotional reaction to the WU"ecognized .elf -proJ ection. 
Hie theor,. is supported by a oonsiderable amount ot work demonstrating signit-
icant reaot:l.ou to subliminal stimuli. 
The present study consisted o·r thr~a main parts, t he first of which 
was oondu.cted muoh like V'Ioltf'f s original and lIuntley t a first corrooorati va 
experirr.ent. Free desoriptions of per sonali ty elioit ed trom va.rious expression 
of personaUt y were stu.died later to detern:ine how tie subj ect rated himselt. 
A result very similar to Woltt·s was obtained. though handwriting alone was 
substituted tor numerous expressions used by woltf and Huntley. And the hand-
writing saf'ple was u.nmirrored and reproduced photostatically for group presen-
tation and individual handling ot the samples a.t close ra.nge. ,:~ ~igher degree 
of selt·recognition took plaoe in the present expmment. probably as a result 
ot the changes made in procedUre, but this did not preclude significant oorrel 
ation Vii th the previous wo rk. 
A seoond part ot this experiment had eaoh subjeot rtUlking his own 
sal:1ple ot hanc:lwriting with three others. Results indioated agreement with 
Huntley·a second experiment YJbioh found the greatest selt-taV'oraoility in the 
range ot dou.btful reoognit:lon. 
l'he third part. desigued arter Huntley's seoond experil:,en't with 
judgments ot eight traits, gave no significant result. It is thought that the 
necea~1ty tor speed in adInini stration near the end of th e class ]Jeriod, and 
the prooa.bility that the llOrk was beooming boring to some subjeots, influenced 
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the a.ccuraoy ot the thirty-two Judgments requested. 
Uee or the ranking method otfers the most efficient pa.th to the 
att,u,inntent or the nature ot unconsoious selt-Judgment s. The other irethods 
are oumberlOme and time~onsumi:ng. both for the experimenter and tor the 
subjects. Efficient group administration of the method advocated C~ be 
accomplished in a few minutes or elasstime. 
I 
r------------. 
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